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Abstract
The Default Mode Network (DMN) is a neuronal network widely used for grading the neu-
rological state in patients with disorders of consciousness (DoC). It is detected in functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) when the subject is in resting state conditions. However,
provided that DoC patients present a high degree of head motion, the fMRI imaging pro-
cess will end up contaminated and the DMN will be completely lost or highly blurred. This
work presents a novel multiscale method that improves DMN measurement in healthy control
subjects and DoC patients whose data has been perturbed by head motion. The multiscale
approach consists in finding the relevant neuronal information at each scale so that the final
DMN measurement is improved, considering a weighted compensation of the DMN at each
scale. This method was compared with two baseline fMRI data processing methods: (1) a
basic pipeline without special motion artifact reduction steps; and (2) a method that includes
steps that aim to remove artifacts caused by motion.
Keywords: Default Mode Network (DMN), functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(fMRI), Disorders of Consciousness (DoC), large head motion, multiscale.
Resumen
La Red Neuronal por Defecto (DMN, por sus siglas en ingle´s), es una red neuronal usada
para determinar el nivel de consciencia en pacientes con deso´rdenes de consciencia (DoC, por
sus siglas en ingle´s). Esta red neuronal se mide con ima´genes de resonancia magne´tica fun-
cional (fMRI) cuando los sujetos se encuentran en estado de reposo. Sin embargo, dado que
este tipo de pacientes presentan un alto movimiento involuntario de cabeza, el procesamiento
de ima´genes de fMRI resultara´ contaminado y la medida de la DMN se podra´ perturbar total
o parcialmente. Este trabajo presenta un novedoso me´todo multiescala que mejora la medida
de la DMN en sujetos de control y en pacientes DoC de los cuales los datos fueron pertur-
bados por movimientos de cabeza. El ana´lisis multiescala consiste en detectar la informacio´n
neuronal relevante en cada escala y la medida de la DMN resultante es mejorada teniendo en
cuenta la compensacio´n ponderada de la DMN en cada escala. Este me´todo fue comparado
con dos me´todos de preprocesamiento de linea base: (1) un me´todo ba´sico de preproceamiento
de fMRI sin reduccio´n de artifactos de movimientos; y (2) un me´todo que incluye etapas que
remueven artefactos causados por movimiento.
Palabras clave: Red Neuronal por Defecto (DMN), Imagenes de Resonancia Magne´tica
funcional (fMRI), Deso´rdenes de Consciencia (DoC), movimientos de cabeza, repre-
sentacio´n multiescala.
ix
Chapter 1
The Brain’s Default Mode Network
1.1 Introduction
The brain is a complex network composed of distant anatomical components that are func-
tionally connected [83]. This connectivity is defined as the correlation of the temporal activity
among different anatomical components [17, 39]. The components that are connected define
some sub-networks of the brain. These components define the resting state or large-scale
functional-anatomical networks [69]. One of the most important is the Default Mode Net-
work (DMN) [46].
The DMN is the large-scale network which activates at the resting state and deactivates
when performing specific tasks [30,72,74]. The resting state is defined as a mind state wherein
a person does not perform any (externally-oriented) task and is not specifically thinking on
something [39], but instead this is in a state of mindwandering, i.e., internal awareness is
more prominent than awareness of the external world [15]. Early neuroimaging experiments
found DMN regions to become more active in periods when the subject was not involved in
active tasks [74, 79]. These regions were used as a baseline of the brain activity, in contrast
with the regions activated by execution of one specific task [45]. Nowadays, the resting state
is used as a measure of brain spontaneous activity [29, 73], wherein the DMN indicates the
brain intrinsic functional activity [75]; it is also associated with internal mental processes [59]
and its study is of major importance for a better understanding of mental disorders [14].
The DMN connectivity has been shown to be altered in a number of mental disorders
and has been used for diagnostic and research purposes [14, 15, 43]. Changes in the DMN
have been associated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [16, 40], schizophrenia [37], disorders of
consciousness (DoC) [11, 12, 43, 85], among others. This network has been widely used for
diagnosis of DoC because it gives an indication of the remaining level of consciousness in
those patients [43]. However, DoC patients present both, lack of neuronal signal and large
involuntary movements, at the moment of acquisition [46]. Therefore in these cases, the DMN
detection is a challenging task.
This document presents a proposal of a multiscale method to improve the measurement
of the DMN in functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) data that has been perturbed
with head motion. The main hypothesis underlying this work is that as the DMN is composed
of large regions scattered around the brain, a scale-space representation would enhance the
DMN at certain scales and would decrease the effects caused by head motion. This idea was
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tested in control subjects and DoC patients. The method was compared with a well estab-
lished baseline including the usual steps for fMRI data preprocessing. The proposed method
improved DMN measurements compared with this baseline for control and DoC subjects.
This method also provided comparable results in terms of DMN detection capacity compared
with other state of the art alternatives, but with more robustness.
This document is organized as follows: in this chapter hereafter the definition of the DMN
is introduced, its differences in presence of brain diseases, the methods already proposed for
its detection and the challenges due to head motion artifacts applied in fMRI. In chapter 2,
the main product of this work is presented, which is the paper that will be submitted to an
indexed journal. In the appendix A partial products of this work are presented.
1.2 Generalities of the DMN
The DMN is a specific, anatomically defined brain system preferentially active when individu-
als are not focused on the external environment [15]; the DMN is identified principally as the
anatomical components that are activated and functionally connected in the resting state, and
are deactivated in task-directed states [39]. The functional connectivity is measured with the
correlation between the temporal signal of each anatomic component [69]. This correlation
means that those regions are linked together, having a certain communication and making
the DMN a large scale network of the brain [69].
The DMN has been detected with different modalities, such as fMRI, magnetoencephalog-
raphy (MEG), Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Electroencephalography (EEG)
[14]. The fMRI modality has a broader use, because this provides a non-invasive representa-
tion of brain activity, conserving high spatial resolution and a medium temporal resolution
(around 2-3 sec.) [54].
1.2.1 functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
fMRI is a technique that measures the changes in brain haemodynamics which are linked
to local neuronal activity. These changes are measured with the blood oxygenation level
dependent (BOLD) signal [61]. The origin of the associated BOLD fMRI signal changes lies in
the different magnetic properties of haemoglobin-carrying oxygen (oxyHb) and deoxygenated
haemoglobin (deoxyHb). DeoxyHb is slightly paramagnetic relative to brain tissue, whereas
oxyHb is isomagnetic [61]. By measuring BOLD single changes, fMRI detects functional active
regions around the brain [54].
The BOLD fMRI signal allows an image spatial resolution in the order of a few millimeters,
with a temporal resolution of a few seconds (limited by the haemodynamic response itself) [61].
Additionally, fMRI does not rely on the use of radiation exposure and is becoming increasingly
available. Both factors make fMRI a modality feasible for the diagnosis of patients [42].
With fMRI, there are two different paradigms to locate active regions of the brain de-
pending of the task that a person is performing [42]: the active and passive paradigms. With
the active paradigm, the subject receives an external stimulus at certain periods of time [83]
to examine which regions are activated in response to the stimulus. Meanwhile, with the
passive paradigms, the subject does not perform any task [45, 64]. This passive paradigm is
well known as resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI) and is used to measure the spontaneous activity
of the brain [29]. This method looks at oscillating patterns of spontaneous neuronal activity
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at the low-frequency range, visualizing networks of brain areas that show similar spontaneous
activity (i.e., that represent a functional connectivity) [42].
The DMN has been located in both paradigms. With the active paradigm the DMN had
an activation at the moment of non-stimulus and deactivation at the moment of stimulus
application [15]. Nowadays, the DMN is mainly measured with the resting state paradigm
because it is highly associated with spontaneous brain activity, as are the other resting state
neural networks [83]. Further description of these neuronal networks are shown in Sect. 1.2.2.
Another important feature of the DMN is the anti-correlated behavior with the ex-
ternal control network (ECN) [30], meaning that their low-frequency fluctuations are ac-
tivated/deactivated inversely [14, 30, 32]. The DMN is characterized as the task-negative
network, because this has an increased deactivation in attention-demanding cognitive tasks
[14, 30], while the ECN is characterized as the task-positive network, because this has an
increased activation on this task [14,30,32].
1.2.2 Functional connectivity
Functional connectivity is defined as the temporal dependence of neuronal activity patterns
between anatomically separated brain regions [83]. This functional connectivity has been well
studied with rs-fMRI [14, 83]. When a subject is at rest, the brain is not idle, but rather
shows a vast amount of spontaneous activity with functionally connected regions [83].
The functional connectivity is characterized by low-frequency spontaneous correlations
(≈ 0.01 - 0.1 Hz) of rs-fMRI time-series [83]. The brain regions that share a functional
connectivity in resting state are well known as the resting state networks (RSNs) [14,15, 80].
The RSNs provide a way to relate the functional connectivity to human behavior. Abnormal
connectivity of RSNs has been found in a wide range of mental disorders [83], meaning that
those could be used as neuronal biomarkers for diagnosis purposes [80].
Several robust RSNs have been identified across different subjects [23, 80], and those can
be detected in the same rs-fMRI dataset. Although they have similar low frequency patterns,
those have a different temporal shift from each other. For this reason, the RSNs could be
recognizable in one single fMRI dataset [80].
Resting state networks
The RSNs are differentiated by the brain regions that are functionally connected and have
an interpretable function category [80]. RSNs are principally differentiated by those that
reflect the “high order” cognitive functions (the DMN, the ECN and the salience network)
and those that reflect a “low order” function (sensorimotor, auditory and visual) [46]. Those
are represented in Fig. 1.1. Among all RSNs, the most widely studied is the DMN [46, 83].
The anatomical and related functions of the DMN will be explained with more detail in Sect.
1.2.3.
The ECN (left and right) encompasses bilateral middle, inferior and superior frontal cor-
tices, bilateral inferior parietal lobes, Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)/supplementary motor
area, and bilateral insular cortices. The left ECN is thought to be more involved in cogni-
tive and “language” paradigms while the right ECN relates to perceptual, somesthetic, and
nociception processing [46,80].
The salience network encompasses fronto-insular and ACC with connections to subcortical
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Figure 1.1: Consistent resting state networks (RSNs) in rs-fMRI for 10 healthy subjects.
These networks reflect the “high” and “low” order cognitive functions of the brain. (Taken
from [46]).
and limbic structures [46]. The functions associated to this network are: bottom-up detection
of salient events, the switch between other networks (as between the DMN and ECN) to facil-
itate access to attention and working memory when a salient event is detected and functional
coupling with the ACC to facilitate an access to the motor system [66].
The sensorimotor network is composed of supplementary motor area, sensorimotor cortex,
and secondary somatosensory cortex. This network corresponds to activations seen in motor
tasks [46,80].
The auditory network encompasses primary and secondary auditory cortices, including
Heschl’s gyrus, bilateral superior temporal gyri and posterior insular cortex. This network is
important in audition, such as tone or pitch discrimination, music, and speech [46].
The visual network is associated with three independent networks: the lateral, occipital
and medial visual networks. The lateral visual network includes the middle temporal visual
association area at the temporo-occipital junction. This network is most important in complex
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(emotional) stimuli. The occipital and medial visual networks are important in simple and
higher-order visual stimuli [46, 80].
The last RSN is composed of the cerebellum and is associated with action-execution and
perception-somesthesis-pain domains [46,80]
1.2.3 The components of the DMN
The DMN represents a brain system (or a composition of interacting subsystems) consisting of
interacting brain areas that are anatomically connected [15]. The main regions composing the
DMN are the Posterior Cinculate Cortex/precuneus (PCC/prec), the medial prefrontal cortex
(MPFC) and the inferior parietal cortex (IPL) [14, 15, 39, 69], see Fig. 1.2. The functional
connectivity among DMN regions is shown in Fig. 1.3.
The PCC/prec is a major node within the DMN [39, 52], although its precise function
remains uncertain [39]. The PCC/prec has a dense structural connectivity with many brain
regions. This suggest that the PCC/prec has a role as a cortical hub [52]. Additionally,
the PCC/prec is one of the most metabolically active regions during rest and cognitive tasks
[52,74]. Some studies implicate the PCC/prec in retrieval of episodic memories [39], regulation
of cognition [52] and is also the general sensory information monitor that gathers information
about the external and internal world [74].
The MPFC is involved in the integration of emotional and cognitive processes [74], self
referential mental activity and emotional processing [44]. This is divided in ventral and dorsal
MPFC (vMPFC and dMPFC). The vMPFC is suggested to be involved in the integration
of emotional and cognitive processes [44], while the dMPFC is associated with introspection
[14,44].
The IPL consists of the angular gyrus, supramarginal gyrus and borders the superior
temporal gyrus at a region often referred to as the temporoparietal junction [10]. The IPL
has a variety functional segregation: rostral IPL seems to be involved in motor planning and
action-related functions and is part of the human mirror neuron system. The left caudal IPL
is active during language-related tasks with focus on semantic and phonological issues, while
the right caudal IPL was found to be involved in spatial and nonspatial attention as well as
motor preparation [22].
These are the main features of the DMN in healthy subjects, but this network is disrupted
in some mental diseases. A brief introduction of the DMN in mental diseases is shown below.
1.2.4 DMN in brain diseases
As the DMN is an important brain network related to self-relevant mental simulations, with
functions that include remembering, thinking about the future, among others [15]. Some
studies show that brain diseases influence DMN connectivity. In this section, we present a
brief description of the differences of DMN integrity in AD, schizophrenia and DoC.
Alzheimer’s disease
In the context of the DMN, the AD is highly studied because there is an association between
the DMN and working memory [14]. Greicius et al. [40] indicated that DMN activity is
deficient in AD compared to healthy elderly controls, with the PCC/prec being the most
common site of metabolic and perfusion abnormalities. Furthermore, there is a disrupted
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Figure 1.2: Regions of the DMN that share a functional connectivity. The most important
nodes of the DMN are the PCC/prec, MPFC and IPL. (Taken from [75]).
Figure 1.3: BOLD signal of the PCC/prec and MPFC corresponding to the time components
of the DMN; both signals are correlated indicating the functional connectivity. (Taken from
[15])
connection between the PCC/prec and other regions, such as hippocampus/entorhinal cortex,
medial temporal lobe and MPFC [14].
Moreover, AD’s patients had reported to show decreased deactivation of the DMN in the
processing of attentional information, suggesting decreased resting state activity and decreased
adaptation of the DMN in comparison to healthy controls [83].
Schizophrenia
Schizophrenia is a psychotic disorder that alters patients’ perception, thought processes, and
behavior as evidenced by hallucinations, delusions, disorganized speech or behavior, social
withdrawal, and varied cognitive deficits. Garrity et al. [37] found that schizophrenia had
significant spatial differences in the DMN, most notably in the frontal, anterior cingulate, and
parahippocampal gyri. The medial frontal, temporal, and cingulate gyri showed a temporal
correlation when the patients had positive symptoms. Additionally, this disorder presented a
higher response in frequency of the DMN (0.08 - 0.24 Hz), and a higher correlation between
the DMN and the ECN [14].
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Disorders of Consciousness
Consciousness is a concept that is divided in two main components: arousal (i.e. wakefulness
or vigilance) and awareness (e.g. awareness of the environment and of the self); [49, 51];
in normal states both are normally correlated [11]. Each component involves different brain
structures: arousal involves the activity of subcortical structures encompassing the brain stem
reticular formation, hypothalamus, and basal forebrain; awareness is related to the activity of
a widespread set of frontoparietal associative areas. Awareness is divided into self awareness
and external awareness, which normally are anti-correlated [11].
Both consciousness components are disturbed in DoC, and in some situations, wakefulness
and arousal are dissociated [11]. The DoC are characterized as follows [49,85]: coma defined
as unarousable unresponsiveness; the unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS, previously
known as vegetative state (VS)) [42,50] has preservation of sleep-wake cycles and reflexive but
not purposeful behaviors; the minimally conscious state (MCS), where patients are unable to
communicate, but show non-reflexive behaviors, which are interpreted as signs of awareness;
and the locked-in syndrome (LIS), in which patients are awake and conscious, but have no
means of producing speech, limb or facial movements.
The DMN has been studied in DoC because this could possibly be a reliable indicator of a
patient’s level of consciousness. The DMN connectivity was found to be negatively correlated
with the level of DoC, ranging from healthy controls and LIS to MCS, VS/UWS and then
coma patients [85]. Additionally, PCC/prec connectivity strength could distinguish between
MCS and VS/UWS patients [42,85].
1.3 Methodology for DMN detection in fMRI
To detect the functional connectivity in fMRI, first a preprocessing step is required to adjust
the data for its analysis. The basic preprocessing methodology for fMRI is shown in Sect.
1.3.1. After preprocessing, for the detection of functional connectivity in fMRI, there are two
main approaches proposed: model based methods and data driven methods [54]. Model based
methods (Sect. 1.3.2) aim to find the neuronal regions that have a functional connectivity
with predefined neuronal regions of interest (ROI). Data driven methods (Sect. 1.3.3) look
for independent components (IC) that are linearly mixed and distributed around the whole
brain. The ICs that do not result from artifacts represent neuronal networks.
1.3.1 Preprocessing of fMRI data
The preprocessing step on fMRI data is composed of [18]: correction of head motion by
using least-squares minimization [34], coregistration of functional onto structural data, nor-
malization of images with coordinates of Talairach and Tournoux [82], resampling using sinc
interpolation and smoothing with a Gaussian kernel to decrease spatial noise [18]; after this
process, the 4D fMRI data could be used for the functional connectivity measurement and
then the DMN detection.
1.3.2 Model based methods (Seed method)
The seed-voxel approach methods look for regions that have functional connectivity with the
BOLD signal of a region of interest (ROI) [46,54]. For the detection of the DMN, Greicius et
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al. [39] used the ROI that decreased during paradigm tasks (such as voxels of the PCC/prec
and MPFC). These ROI are the main clusters of the DMN. Afterwards the regions that
had a functional connectivity with the ROI were selected with a given correlation threshold,
forming the whole DMN. The functional connectivity can be measured using cross-correlation
or coherence analysis between the seed ROI with the whole brain voxels [54].
Cross-correlation analysis
The cross-correlation analysis (CCA) is a widely used analysis employed to examine the sim-
ilarity of two waveforms. As denoted before, the brain regions with a functional connectivity
have a correlation between their BOLD components [39]; for a fMRI BOLD time course Fx(k)
and a seed Fy(k), the CCA estimates the correlation as [54]:
Corrx,y(µ) =
Covx,y(µ)√
V ar(x)× V ar(y) (1.1)
where V ar(x) and V ar(y) are the variances of Fx(k) and Fy(x), respectively; Covx,y(µ) is the
cross variance of Fx(k) and Fy(x) at lag µ:
Covx,y(µ) = E{(Fx(k)− E(Fx(k)))× (Fy(k)− E(Fy(k)))} (1.2)
where E is the expected value and E(Fx(k)) and E(Fy(k)) are the mean values of Fx(k) and
Fy(k), respectively. When the CCA is higher than a given threshold it is considered that
the time BOLD components are functionally connected. For the analysis of BOLD data it is
usual to consider a zero lag (µ = 0).
Coherence analysis
The coherence analysis is the spectral representation of correlation in the frequency domain.
For the time courses defined above (Fx(k) and Fy(k)), the coherence is defined as [54]:
Cohx,y(λ) =
|Fx,y(λ)|2
Fxx(λ)Fyy(λ)
(1.3)
where Fx,y(λ) is the cross spectra, defined by the Fourier transform of the cross covariance as
follows:
Fx,y(λ) =
∑
u
Covx,y × exp−jλu (1.4)
and Fx,x(λ) and Fy,y(λ) are the power spectrum defined as:
Fx,x(λ) =
∑
u
Covx,x × exp−jλu (1.5)
Fy,y(λ) =
∑
u
Covy,y × exp−jλu (1.6)
With the coherence analysis, sources that have different frequency bands (e.g. functional
connectivity with frequencies below to 0.1 Hz and cardiac activity with frequencies around
1.25Hz), are distinguished. However, this method does not consider the time-shift presented
in the BOLD signal.
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1.3.3 Data driven methods
Data driven methods look for functional connectivity but independently of prior informa-
tion [54]. The most common method used in the literature is the independent component
analysis (ICA). ICA is a statistical technique that separates a set of signals into independent,
uncorrelated and non-Gaussian spatio-temporal components [65]. The technique applied to
fMRI data was first proposed by McKeown et al. [65], for the detection of functional connec-
tivity and other sources. The main hypothesis is that fMRI is composed of a linear mix of
spatial independent components of neuronal and other sources, as shown in Fig. 1.4 [18, 19].
ICA aims to find the linear combinations of the components that are as statistically indepen-
dent as possible without the necessity of a priori information [54]; the only parameter needed
to be given is the number of independent components (ICs) to decompose the data into. The
ICA model is expressed as:
X = AC =
N∑
i=1
AiCi (1.7)
where X represents the observed fMRI signals, Ci is the ith IC signal source and A is the
mixing matrix. The independence of the different sources can be viewed as:
P (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) =
N∏
i=1
P (Ci) (1.8)
where P (Ci) is the probability of each independent source. With the calculation of the
unmixing matrix (W ), which is the pseudo reverse matrix of A, the ICs can be found by:
C = WX (1.9)
(a) Independent Components (b) Mixed components
Figure 1.4: fMRI data is represented as a mixture of ICs that are represented by spatial maps
with their corresponding temporal components (Taken from [65]).
The solution of ICA is found through the minimization of mutual information of com-
ponents Ci [65]. This solution has been proposed with two algorithms [20, 28, 54]: the Info-
max [7, 65] and the FastICA [47]. The Infomax algorithm proposes to adaptively maximize
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the output entropy of a neuronal network with as many outputs as ICs to be estimated, while
the FastICA algorithm applies the same principle but maximizing the negentropy [54]. Es-
posito et al. [28] found that both methods have accurate results. They found that FastICA
surpassed Infomax with spatial and temporal accuracy, but Infomax had better results in
terms of global estimation of the ICA model and noise reduction [28].
Considering that fMRI data is composed of 4D data (3D spatial-1D temporal), the ICs can
be analyzed as spatially (sICA) or temporally (tICA) independent [54]. Most applications of
ICA in fMRI aim to find the components that are maximally independent in space (sICA), as it
finds systematically non-overlapping, temporally coherent brain regions without constraining
the shape of the temporal response [20]. With sICA, the 4D fMRI data is decomposed in n
number of spatial ICs that have an associated time course, as shown in Fig. 1.5.
Figure 1.5: Illustration of the decomposition using spatial ICA. The 4D fMRI data is first
reduced to a 2D matrix (1-spatial and 1-temporal). This 2D data is decomposed into compo-
nents that are spatially independent. Each of the ICs has an associated time course (Modified
from [54]).
The ICs found by ICA are composed of neuronal or noise independent sources [65]. To
detect the IC that corresponds to the DMN in one fMRI dataset, it is necessary to first
identify those components that have a functional connectivity (with low-frequency spectra
around 0.01− 0.1 Hz) [83], afterwards selecting the one that matches to the spatial regions of
the DMN [40].
For the selection of the ICs that correspond to functional connectivity, Greicius et al.,
proposed to first remove the ICs in which high-frequency signals (> 0.1 Hz) constituted 50%
or more of the total power in the Fourier spectrum, then the remaining components should
contain the neuronal connectivity information [40]. Meanwhile De Martino et al., proposed
a multidimensional representation of ICs in fingerprints, where the neuronal ICs could be
classified depending on their spatial and temporal parameters [24] (further explanation is
found below). When the neuronal ICs are classified, then the IC of interest is selected by a
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template-matching procedure, such as the Goodness of Fit (GoF) approach.
Fingerprint
When the data is decomposed into ICs, there is no convention on whether an IC belongs to a
neuronal component or to another source. This problem was assessed with the representation
of ICs in fingerprints. The IC-fingerprint is a representation of the IC in a multidimensional
space of descriptive measures, which can be visualized as a polar diagram [24]. The under-
lying assumption is that similar types of ICs have a similar fingerprint representation. Then
neuronal ICs could be separated from ICs of other sources.
For each IC, values of 11 descriptive measures were derived from: IC’s voxel values dis-
tribution (kurtosis, skewness, entropy), spatial layout (degree of clustering in the anatomical
space), as well as their temporal (one-lag autocorrelation, entropy) and spectral (power con-
tribution in five different frequency bands) properties [24]. Each fingerprint is represented as
a point within a multidimensional space of parameters which are visualized using a polar plot.
De Martino et al. (2007), proposed to classify the ICs in six classes of sources [24]: (1)
the ’BOLD’ class includes components that are thought to reflect consistently task-related,
transiently task-related and non task- related (e.g., resting state) neuronal activity, i.e. neu-
ronal connectivity components; (2) the second class (MOT) includes residual motion artifacts;
(3) the third class (EPI) includes the typical EPI susceptibility artifact which is maximal in
the frontal part of the brain; (4) the fourth class (VESSEL) includes physiological noise with
highly localized peaks (e.g., large vessels); (5) and (6) the fifth and sixth class include noise at
high spatial (SDN, spatially distributed noise) or temporal (tHFN, temporal high-frequency
noise) frequency. These fingerprints are illustrated in Fig. 1.6.
BOLD MOT EPI VESSEL SDN tHFN
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Figure 1.6: Representative IC-fingerprints of the six different classes explained in the text.
Each IC is represented by a fingerprint with 11 parameters. The fingerprints are visualized
in a polar diagram (Modified from [24]).
With the fingerprint representation, the neuronal ICs can be automatically classified from
those of non-neuronal sources [24]. The classifier should initially be trained with fingerprints
labeled manually by an expert. The classification algorithms already used are the Super
Vector Machine (SVM) [24] and Perceptron Neural Network [25]. With this fingerprint repre-
sentation, new ICs can be successfully classified by applying the same trained classifier. There
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is noneed of re-training the algorithm for fMRI datasets that have differences in the fMRI
acquisition parameters, stimulation modality and timing considerably different from those
used for training [24].
Goodness of Fit
The GoF approach is a template-matching measurement that shows the degree of correspon-
dence of the ICs along with a spatial template of the neuronal network of interest [40]. In
the case of the DMN, the spatial template is mainly composed of the PCC/prec, MPFC and
IPLs brain regions. To measure the GoF, first all spatial ICs are normalized into z-voxels.
This means that the spatial maps are subtracted from the mean and divided by the standard
deviation [65]. Then the GoF value is the average z-score of voxels falling within the template
minus the average z score of voxels outside the template [40]. The IC component that has the
highest GoF value is selected as the component of the neuronal network of interest; in our
case, the DMN.
1.4 Head motion and related artifacts in fMRI
Despite the frequent use of fMRI for detecting the connectivity among brain regions, this
modality suffers from low signal to noise ratio (SNR) [26]. The main sources of noise are prin-
cipally caused by subject’s motion followed by physiological effects. Among motion artifacts,
the main artifact is caused by head motion [84], followed by body/arm, eye, tongue and jaw
motion [6, 8]. Physiological effects like breathing and heart beating induce noise fluctuations
around previously known frequencies in fMRI [9, 31, 48], but to a lower degree than head
motion. In this work, we will focus on head motion, which is one of the major sources of noise
in fMRI data.
1.4.1 Artifacts due to head motion
Head motion is detrimental to fMRI in two ways: first, it may induce false-positive activa-
tions when motion artifacts are correlated with the stimulus, events of interest or neuronal
activation; and second, it inserts false-negative activations when the sensitivity is reduced
due to motion noise [53]. Unfortunately, there is no a way to deduce when a false-positive or
-negative activations are induced in the data.
Even the slightest subject motion (less than one degree of rotation or one mm of trans-
lation) during a scan can change the initial fixed voxel position in the present scans as in
subsequent volumes [36]. Motion could produce misalignments in scan volumes [36] and slices.
Slice misalignments vary depending on the motion parameters (translation and rotation in
x,y,z) [27], as illustrated in Fig. 1.7. The change of the signal intensity caused by motion can
be much greater than the BOLD effect (the change of BOLD signal is around 1− 2%, while
the signal change caused by motion could be 5 − 10%), this effect is even increased at the
boundaries of tissues, next to the ventricles or edges of the brain [27].
Additional to position displacements, motion induces other types of artefacts, such as:
blurring in the case of motion in plane [27], inhomogeneity magnetic field interactions during
rotation of the head [1] and spin-history effects [27].
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A head motion could cause two types of inhomogeneity distortions with the B0 magnetic
field [1]: (i) inhomogeneities that are fixed with respect to the object and (ii) inhomogeneities
that change with subject movement [1]. The first case is when the deformation field moves
perfectly with the object, a case we would expect to occur when the deformations are caused
by the object itself and where rotations only occurred around an axis parallel to the magnetic
field [1]. This happens when the structure and the position of the tissue-air boundaries in the
object does not change (with respect to the direction of the B0-field) with object’s motion
(rotation in z−axis) [27]. The second case is when the distorting field changes as the subject
moves in the scanner [1], i.e. the tissue-air boundaries within the object change with respect
to the direction of the B0-field (rotation in x− or y−axis) [27].
Spin-history effects are affected by motion that causes movement in the through-slice
direction (translation in z, rotation in x, rotation in y) [27, 36]. It occurs when a spin gets
excited by the RF pulse during the acquisition of one volume and if then the head moves in
the z-direction, the frequency of the precession of the spin will change possibly matching the
frequency of the RF pulse which was planned to happen for the following slice. The following
RF pulse will then excite that same spin again sooner (or later) than when the planned RF
pulse was supposed to happen. This will result in a spike in the image intensity. [27]
Slice misalignment
Position change
Blurring
Slice misalignment
Position change
Blurring
Slice misalignment
Position change
Spin history
Slice misalignment
Position change
Blurring
B0 Inhom-1
Slice misalignment
Position change
Blurring
B0 Inhom-2
Spin history
Slice misalignment
Position change
Blurring
B0 Inhom-2
Spin history
Figure 1.7: fMRI artifacts caused by motion in the six motion rigid parameters (translations
Tx, Ty, Tz and rotations Rx, Ry, Rz). The figures show the misalignments caused by each
motion parameter. The type of artifacts inserted for each parameter are listed (taken from
[27]).
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Measurement of head motion
Knowing the artifacts that a head motion inserts in a dataset, it is important to measure the
head motion presented during the scanning process. For online motion correction, where the
motion parameters should be detected during the scanning process, the use of head markers
with compatible hardware is necessary [58]. For oﬄine motion correction, the motion param-
eters used are usually obtained in the registration step of preprocessing [36,70]. The methods
proposed to deal with motion artifacts are listed in Sect. 1.4.2.
For experts, a dataset that has motion translations and rotation amplitudes > 1mm/deg
(measured with respect to a reference volume) inserts significant confounds in the data [53].
Therefore, motion parameters are classified as low motion < 1mm/deg, high motion 1 − 3
mm/deg and severe motion > 3 mm/deg [62]. Unfortunately, most datasets have the presence
of high (33%) and severe motion (55%) [62]. However, discarding data due to the maximum
value of these parameters is not enough, as motion between scans affects the detection of
neuronal connectivity [77,84].
Several indexes for total motion and relative motion have been proposed [70,77,81,84], to
evaluate how much the motion affects the neuronal connectivity. Unfortunately, there is no
consensus on which motion index should be used and the results between experiments cannot
be directly comparable. Furthermore, different patterns could be presented in a motion curve.
The patterns associated so far are: slow drifts [65], presenting themselves when the head slowly
moves, influencing the total amplitude; peak motion [53], resulting in large variations between
scans; periodic motion, where low or large peaks are repeated or motion has a frequency
pattern; and motion correlated with the stimulus, which induces false-positive activations [58].
With all of these different motion patterns presented in a dataset, there is still no a consensus
on how much a motion presented in a dataset perturbs the neuronal activity. With this
concept, Baquero et al. proposed a perturbation index (motion index) based on the change
of the DMN measurement of a given motion curve [5].
1.4.2 Methods proposed to deal with artifacts
Head motion could be corrected at the moment of data acquisition (online) or when the
data has already been acquired (oﬄine). For online motion correction [58], a combination
of external hardware should be used for tracking the real-time head motion [88]. These
are dependent on scanner compatible sensors, such as camera systems [88], and laser systems,
among others [58]. The main drawbacks of using an online motion correction are the following:
the tracking system should be as precise as the resolution of a voxel, hardware should be
compatible with the scanner, user-friendly markers are needed, fast processing of motion
parameters to RF pulses is necessary, among others [58].
Oﬄine motion correction methods aim to reduce the effect of motion artifacts in the
acquired data. The most important and widely used method to deal with head motion is
the registration process to align volumes [34]. This method finds the translation and rotation
parameters that have the least squares difference between the volume to register and the
reference volume, by linearizing the problem with the first order of the Taylor expansion [34].
Unfortunately, even with the perfect alignment of volumes, motion artifacts could induce large
confounds (in some cases 90% of the voxels had a correlation with the motion parameters after
registration) [36] and additionally, the registration process inserts interpolation effects [41].
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Additional to registration, an auto-regression model with the six parameters of registration
was proposed by Friston et al. [36] to reduce the effects of motion. The voxels that had a
correlation with this regression model were substracted from the data. This motion model
is well known as the Volterra expansion [53]. Further approaches were applied, such as the
addition of ’scan nulling’ regressors. In these, other regressors could be modeled, like variance
estimation of between scans [26] or peak inter-scan events of > 0.2mm [53]; white matter
and cerebrospinal fluid mean values could be included as well. Even though these regression
approaches reduced the effects due to motion, they are not enough to deal with large motion,
and in some cases, they inserted confounding effects in the neuronal activity detection [68,77].
Furthermore, when increasing the quantity of ’scan nulling’ regressors the results could be
statistically inefficient, particularly if the scan nulling effects are of small amplitude [53].
Apart from regression of motion confounds, there are proposals to discard volumes that
are highly contaminated by motion. Power et al. (2012) proposed to “scrub” the scans that
have large motion variations (inter-scan displacements > 0.5mm) or variance larger than 0.5%
within the scan signal [70]. Mazaika et al., in the ArtRepair toolbox, proposed to exclude
scans that are affected by large motion and make an interpolation with the nearest non-
repaired scans [63]. Unfortunately, with interpolation, some characteristics of the rejected
scans cannot be totally modeled from the information of surrounding scans [71]. There are
two main drawbacks of rejecting scans by scrubbing or interpolating. First, there could be a
substantial loss of neuronal information. Second, in the presence of persistent large motion,
the majority of scans in the dataset would be candidate to scrubbing or rejection. However,
there is a minimum number of scans that needs to be present in order to perform rs-fMRI
analysis. Therefore, some scans significantly affected by motion might still need to be included
in the analysis. Such data would continue to be perturbed by motion. This is the case with
clinical data, where patients tend to move more than control subjects [84].
The reduction of motion artifacts and the detection of real neuronal connectivity is still
an open problem that needs more research. Present methods aim to remove artifacts caused
by motion. However, an interesting new approach is to enhance the neuronal connectivity
instead of reducing the artifacts.
1.5 Conclusions
The research of the DMN and the RSNs has been increasing in the last decade for various
reasons: resting state is a paradigm that does not need direct interaction with the patient,
which could have a broader use in clinical applications; RSNs allow a better understanding
of the interactions among several brain regions for high and low levels of cognition; the DMN
is a RSN that shows how the baseline processing of the brain is, associated with internal
mental processes and the changes of the DMN spatio-temporal connectivity could be used as
a biomarker for the diagnosis of neuronal diseases.
Although the DMN has been detected with modalities such as fMRI, PET and EEG,
DMN connectivity has been especially well-studied with fMRI, as this modality measures the
functional connectivity among the brain regions. However, fMRI is susceptible to artifacts
that could introduce confounds in the measurement, mostly because of head motion.
Methods to deal with motion artifacts in fMRI have been proposed so far, and although
these seem to reduce the effects caused by motion, total removal of the artifacts has not been
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attained. This problem is increased in clinical data, because patients tend to move more than
control subjects.
Further research is necessary to decrease the artifacts caused by motion. We propose
that the use of methods that aim to enhance the neuronal connectivity will give important
information about the neuronal connectivity. For instance, for DoC diagnosis, it is of great
importance to know whether a patient has a DMN or not, or which patterns of the DMN are
still preserved. In conclusion, the reduction of motion artifacts and the detection of neuronal
connectivity is still an open problem that should be a main focus of future research.
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Chapter 2
A multiscale analysis to detect the
DMN in fMRI data corrupted with
head motion
2.1 Introduction
Detection of specific patterns of neuronal activity is an important step towards diagnosis of
disorders of consciousness (DoC) [42]. With the advent of modern brain imaging like resting
state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) [14, 69], task-free paradigms enabled
researchers to find patterns of brain activity that can lead to determining whether a post-
coma patient is conscious or not [46]. Task-free neuroimaging is currently a valuable addition
to the diagnostic battery of tools in DoC patients, as an examiner is not solely dependent
on patient cooperation. Special brain’s connectivity in neuroimaging-based DoC diagnosis,
includes the default mode network (DMN) [46], which is known to be important for internally
oriented consciousness [85]. The most common methods used to measure this type of neuronal
connectivity are: seed methods [30] and independent component analysis (ICA) [18,39]. The
drawback of seed methods is that the connectivity maps are dependent on the voxels selected
as region of interests (ROI) [83] while ICA has consistently reported activation of the DMN
during rest [23,83].
Yet rs-fMRI has confirmed potential of discovering signs of consciousness in unresponsive
patients [43, 49], it is very sensitive to patient movements in the scanner [46, 81] so that
neuronal information is perturbed at different levels [86]. This issue is partially overcome
with the use of foam head rests, but they are usually insufficient. Data resulting from head
movement in the order of several millimeters can be severely jeopardized [84] so that data is
not analyzable, effect that is critical for diagnosis of DoC patients.
Proposals to deal with motion artifacts have been already introduced, starting with the
standard registration process used to align volumes [34], this method yet popular do not
remove all motion effects from data [1] and insert interpolation effects [41]. Likewise, other
approaches included both motion curve or noise component regressions to reduce noise effects.
Friston et al., proposed the use of an auto-regression strategy with the six registration pa-
rameters to reduce the motion effects [36]. Diedrichsen et al. included a variance estimation
of each scan and added it to the linear regression model [26]. Lemieux et al. used the six reg-
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istration parameters and peak motion measurements for a General Linear Model matrix [53].
Even though these approaches reduced the motion effects, these methods are not enough to
deal with large motion [70]. In addition to the motion regression effects, it was also proposed
to remove outlier scans [57,63,70]. Mazaika et al., in ArtRepair [62,63], replaces the rejected
scans by interpolating the nearest non rejected scans and Power et al. proposes to “scrub”
the rejected scans [70, 71]. However, these methodologies can alter the neuronal components
while a great amount of information may be lost in presence of data with large head motion,
especially in the case of DoC patients.
On the other hand, it has been shown that smoothing fMRI data improves the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) [35, 67], increases the sensitivity to signals of specific sizes and shapes
depending on the filter size [67]. The neuronal connectivity measurement may vary depending
on the size of the smoothing kernel used as part of the preprocessing step [3, 67]. Ball,
et al. presented differences of neuronal activation at different kernel sizes, varying around
4− 16mm [3], and they proposed that the use of smoothing kernels with varying kernel sizes
might give more information about the activation of neuronal components and would decrease
spatial noise [3]. Lindeberg et al. [56] introduced the use of linear scale-space concepts to
analyze brain activation patterns by using gaussian smoothing kernels. Nevertheless, a scale-
space representation is not used in current functional brain imaging studies [3].
Here, we introduce a novel method for enhancing fMRI resting state network detectability
in control subjects and DoC patients. We propose a ‘multiscale’ analysis using independent
component analysis (ICA) [40,65]. Three main points are proposed, first, the use of fMRI data
at different smoothing scale-spaces, second, detection of independent neuronal components of
the DMN at each scale by using standard preprocessing methods and ICA decomposition at
the particular scale-level, and third, a DMN defined as a weighted contribution of each scale
by using Goodness of Fit (GoF) measurement [40].
This article is organized as follows: Sect. 2.2 presents the materials and methods, wherein
the multiscale approach proposed is presented in Sect. 2.2.3. The results are shown in Sect.
2.3 and the discussion in Sect. 2.4.
2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Subjects and acquisition
Two groups of subjects were selected: 36 healthy volunteers with no neurological or psychiatric
history (mean age = 43.93, SD = 17.05; 17 women), 18 MCS patients (mean age = 36.25; SD
= 17.54; 6 women) and one Exit MCS (EMCS) (17 years old, man). For all patients, clinical
examination was repeatedly performed considering the Coma Recovery Scale Revised [38]
and the Glasglow-Lie`ge Scale [13]. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
Faculty of Medicine of the University of Lie`ge. Written informed consent was obtained from
the healthy volunteers and from the legal representative of all patients.
For all subjects, resting state fMRI-BOLD data were acquired on a 3T MR scanner (Trio
Tim, Siemens, Germany), with a gradient echo-planar sequence using axial slice orientation
(32 slices; voxel size = 3.0 × 3.0 × 3.75 mm3; matrix size = 64 × 64 × 32; repetition time =
2, 000 ms, echo time = 30 ms, flip angle = 78◦; field of view = 192 mm). A protocol of 300
scans lasting 600 s was performed, and the three initial volumes were discarded to avoid T1
saturation effects. A T1 magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo sequence was acquired
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in the same session for coregistration with functional data on each subject.
2.2.2 Data processing
fMRI data were preprocessed using the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8) (http://www.
fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Three types of preprocessing methodologies were compared, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The first method, considered as standard preprocessing (SP) in this
paper, included the typical steps of registration, smoothing, normalization and coregistra-
tion. The second method used the ArtRepair toolbox (AR) [62, 63], it also used the SP but
including attenuation of large motion artifact effects [63, 70]. The third method is the pro-
posed multiscale approach (MA) which generated fMRI data at different scales and was then
preprocessed.
Standard Preprocessing (SP)
SP consisted of realignment and adjustment for head movement-related effects using a least-
square minimization without higher-order corrections [34], coregistration of functional onto
structural data, segmentation of structural data, spatial and functional normalization w.r.t.
standard stereotactic Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, and spatial smoothing
with a gaussian kernel of 8 mm full width at half-maximum (FWHM) to decrease spatial
noise.
Addition preprocessing with Artifact Repair (AR)
The second method used the SP but included attenuation of large motion artifact effects
[21, 70] with the ArtRepair (AR) toolbox for SPM [62, 63] (http://cibsr.stanford.edu/
tools/ArtRepair/ArtRepair.htm). The additional preprocessing with AR is as follows: first,
the motion regression was applied to the registered data [41]. Next, the outlier volumes were
selected, i.e., scans whose average intensity is far apart from the mean or those volumes with
large scan-to-scan motions [53]. The whole temporal sequence is repaired by interpolating the
removed scan with the nearest non-repaired-scans [62, 63]. Finally, peaks and slow variation
are removed by clipping the data and applying a digital high pass filter.
Decomposition of fMRI data into spatial-independent components
For all preprocessing methods, fMRI data was decomposed into 30 independent components
(IC) [65,81] by using the Infomax algorithm [7]. IC decomposition was performed at individual
level using Group ICA fMRI toolbox (GIFT http://icatb.sourceforge.net/) [18]. Data
were centered by subtracting the spatial mean at each time and principal component analysis
was used for dimensionality reduction before applying ICA. Each IC was analyzed by using
the fingerprint [24] to discriminate BOLD signal among artifactual or other non-neuronal
components. Classification of neuronal or non-neuronal ICs was performed with a Perceptron
Neural Network classifier, as described in [25]. Among the neuronal components, the DMN
component was selected by using the highest value of the GoF [40] using a spatial template
of the DMN [85].
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Figure 2.1: Description of the three preprocessing methods: Standard Preprocessing (SP),
ArtRepair (AR) and Multiscale Approach (MA). All methods are based on the SP. The AR
adds correction for large motion and the MA creates data at different scales depending on the
size of the smoothing kernels and then processes each scale separately with the SP.
2.2.3 The Multiscale Approach (MA)
Resting state neuronal networks are produced by the low frequency activity of certain brain
anatomical regions, within which groups of neurons are synchronically activated in scattered
areas of about 1 cm2 [60]. Interestingly, it has been shown that neuronal activity detection
differs with the smoothing kernel [3, 67, 87], the smaller the kernel the larger the observed
scattered neuronal activity [67]. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of fMRI data increases
according to the size of smoothing data with gaussian kernels [35,67,78], upon certain limits
of smoothing sizes. All these findings suggest that both, the frequency range and the spatial
scale are important to determine the neuronal patterns.
Similar questions have arisen in other communities, for instance, in the image processing
and computer vision domains, it has been described a first order relation between the different
scales of an image and the amount of relevant information within each scale. This is known
as the linear scale-space relation, which has been approximated by a simple diffusion equation
[55]. Overall, if a dyadic interscale relationship is defined, such relation is completely fulfilled.
We hypothesize that the use of a linear multiscale framework would enhance neuronal activity
of interest and would decrease the effect caused by head motion and other artifacts. We
expect that when increasing the scales, the contribution of motion artifacts will be decreased
meanwhile the main neuronal activity information will be preserved. From a multiscale point
of view, relevant information is robust to the analysis at different scales, i.e., important
information should be coherently present at several image scales [55,56].
A construction of multi-scale analysis for any given D-dimensional signal f : <D → < is
carried out by defining the first scale as the original signal and the sequence of scales consisting
of series of dyadic decompositions of the first scale [55,56]:
L(·; 0) = f(·) (2.1)
and the representations at coarser scales t > 0
L(·; t) = g(·; t) ∗ f(·) (2.2)
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are obtained by convolving with gaussian kernels
g(x; t) =
1
(2pit)D/2
e−x
T x/2t (2.3)
of increasing variance t. Explicitely,
L(x; t) =
∫
ξ∈<D
g(ξ; t)f(x− ξ)dξ (2.4)
For fMRI data, the dimension signal D = 3 for each volume and the gaussian function is
expressed as in [67,87]
g(x;σ2) = (2piσ2)−3/2 exp[−‖x‖2 /(2σ2)] (2.5)
where σ is the standard deviation, x is a vector of coordinates and w = σ
√
8 loge 2 is the
FWHM.
The convolution of two gaussians is gaussian [55,56], but with a FWHM of size
w =
√
w21 + w
2
2 (2.6)
where w1 and w2 are the FWHM of original gaussians [67,87]. The gaussian kernels operations
are commutable with linear operations [87].
Studies have shown that the fMRI optimum filter size is around 8−12mm when analyzing
groups of subjects. For experiments with a small number of subjects or noise contaminated
fMRI data, the recommended filter sizes are around 10− 14mm [67].
This paper proposes the construction of a multiscale analysis to obtain a robust DMN
detection, using a set of gaussian smoothing kernels. The proposal is formulated under cer-
tain restrictions: (1) The standard fMRI preprocessing has a smoothing step with a gaussian
kernel of 8mm; (2) the resulting gaussian kernel used in fMRI data (considering the kernel of
preprocessing and of each scale) should be around 8− 12mm, because it is well known this is
the optimum range for fMRI kernel sizes and (3) we suggest to implement the multiscale rep-
resentation on raw fMRI data because this is advantageous for the registration preprocessing
step [67].
The multiscale representation was constructed as a dyadic structure, using kernel sizes with
incremental values of 2nmm. The multiresolution analysis did not include any downsampling
process. Here a three scale representation was used, considering kernel sizes of 2, 4 and 8mm.
These kernel sizes along with the preprocessing kernel of 8 mm, according to Eq. 2.6, will
have a final size of 8.25mm, 8.94mm and 11.31mm at each scale, respectively. Those kernels
are in between the recommended range of 8− 12mm [67].
The proposed MA is shown in Fig. 2.2: First, raw fMRI data is spatially smoothed by
applying a gaussian kernel FWHM of 2, 4 and 8mm (S2, S4 and S8, respectively) to obtain
a multiscale descriptor of fMRI. Second, each fMRI scale is then preprocessed with the SP
method (consider that another preprocessing method could also be used) and decomposed in
30 ICs with ICA (as explained in sect. 2.2.2). Neuronal ICs are classified [25] and those with
the highest GoF value are selected as the DMN IC at that scale. If there were not a neuronal
component or the highest GoF value was less than zero at any scale, the DMN at that scale
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Figure 2.2: The proposed MA. For each scale a smoothing gaussian kernel is applied to the
raw fMRI data with sizes of 2, 4, and 8mm. Each fMRI scale is processed independently and
the last DMN is a weighted mean among the contribution of all scales.
will be null. With this restriction we are just aimed to look for scales that preserved neuronal
DMN information.
The final DMN of the MA gathers together the individual DMN scale contribution. We
propose to use normalized α-weights for each scale, based on the GoF values. Better DMN
connectivity is represented by a higher GoF value. To preserve the DMN strength of each
scale, αi weights are normalized with the GoFi at each scale divided by the sum of all GoF,
as shown in Eq. 2.7.
αi =
GoFi∑
iGoFi
(2.7)
where i represents one scale (S2, S4 or S8), GoFi is the GoF value at that scale and αi is
the normalized weight. The final DMN has the DMN contribution of each scale with the
normalized αi weights. The last DMN is measured separately for spatial (Eq. 2.8) and
temporal (Eq. 2.9) contributions of each scale.
sDMNm =
∑
i
αi · sDMNi (2.8)
tDMNm =
∑
i
αi · tDMNi (2.9)
where sDMNi is the spatial and tDMNi the temporal DMN components of scale i; sDMNm
and tDMNm corresponds to the final spatio-temporal component of the DMN.
2.2.4 Evaluation
With the aim of illustrating the differences of motion magnitude, we calculated the displace-
ment (δ, Eq. 2.10) and speed (σ, Eq. 2.11) motion indices [81] per motion curve. The
translation parameters (TraX, TraY , TraZ), were expressed in mm and rotation parame-
ters (RotX, RotY , RotZ) in degrees. The displacement corresponds to the value of six motion
parameters (three translation and three rotation) compared to the reference volume used in
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the registration process. Speed motion made reference to the derivatives of the six registra-
tion parameters; this registered the rapid motion between volumes. The mean and maximum
displacement and speed were considered as the motion indices of each motion curve.
δ =
〈√
TraX2 + TraY 2 + TraZ2 +RotX2 +RotY 2 +RotZ2
〉
, (2.10)
σ =
〈√
δTRTraX2 + δTRTraY 2 + δTRTraZ2 + δTRRotX2 + δTRRotY 2 + δTRRotZ2
〉
(2.11)
DMN statistical spatial maps
The DMN statistical spatial maps [33] for the group of control subjects were corrected at whole
brain level with False Discovery Rate (FDR) < 0.001. These spatial maps were compared
among scales (S2, S4 and S8) and between SP, AR and MA methods. For all methods, the
peak t-values of each DMN cluster were selected. Each DMN cluster was composed of the
main regions of the DMN [14, 15, 43, 74], such as the Posterior Cinculate Cortex/precuneus
(PCC/prec), Medial Prefrontal Cortex (MPFC) and both sides of the Inferior Parietal Lobes
(IPL).
The MCS subjects were analyzed in two different groups. For the first group, the MCS
subjects, that revealed a recognizable individual spatial z-map of the DMN, were selected
by visual inspection. Those selected subjects were grouped into a DMN spatial map. Small
volume corrections were performed with a sphere of 15mm, with Family Wise Error (FWE)
< 0.05 at the peak voxels of each DMN cluster. All methods were compared with the t-values
of each DMN cluster (PCC/prec, MPFC and IPL regions). The second group was composed
of all MCS subjects. The spatial maps were corrected at brain level with FDR < 0.05 and
the t-values were compared.
DMN measurements
With the aim of comparing numerically the DMN detection with SP, AR and MA, the GoF
approach [40] was used to indicate how well the spatial maps fitted the spatial template
of the DMN [85]. The GoF is the mean average z-score voxels falling within the template
minus the mean average z-score voxels falling outside of the template. The z-score voxels are
normalized by the standard deviation of each spatial map [40, 85]. The GoF illustrates the
match between the IC spatial component with the DMN spatial mask. A higher GoF value
meant better DMN connectivity. The DMN spatial mask represented the spatial neuronal
regions that should be connected. Note that for all the methods, only the neuronal ICs were
selected, based on the fingerprint measurements [24,25].
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Motion indices
The displacement and speed motion indices were calculated for control, a single EMCS case
and MCS subjects. Head motion of control subjects showed lower motion w.r.t. the total
amplitude (displacement) and w.r.t. the variance between scans (speed), when comparing
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with MCS subjects (Fig. 2.3). Comparing control and MCS motion indices with a t-test of
unequal variance, the mean displacement was not significant (p = 0.07) while the mean speed
was significantly different (p = 0.02).
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Figure 2.3: Motion indices of control, EMCS and MCS subjects. Graphs of mean vs. maxi-
mum values are displayed for (a) displacement and (b) speed. Each dot represents the motion
indices of one subject. The mean values comparing the motion indices of control and MCS
are illustrated for (c) displacement and (d) speed. The MCS subjects had larger displacement
and speed variations, when comparing with control subjects. Likewise, the motion indices
of the EMCS subject were around the displacement and speed means, when comparing with
the MCS group, indicating that the motion curve of the EMCS is representative for the MCS
subjects.
In conclusion, MCS had larger motion than control subjects and the inter-scan motion
was more important. The EMCS subject (Fig. 2.3a,b) had a higher displacement and speed
than controls but his motion was within the variance range of the MCS, being a representative
motion curve for the MCS subjects.
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2.3.2 Multiscale compared with other processing methods
Evaluation using a single Exit MCS case
An EMCS subject was selected to compare the SP, AR and MA methods (See Fig. 2.4). This
subject was chosen because his motion curve was representative of the MCS subjects, that is
to say, most parameters were within the range illustrated in Fig. 2.3. This case is particularly
characterized by a stronger DMN connectivity, when compared to the MCS subjects.
SP AR MA x = 3  y = - 50  z = 22
GoF =0.17 GoF =0.21 GoF =0.21 
z-values
Figure 2.4: The DMN spatial z-maps of an EMCS subject were compared with the three
methods: SP, AR and MA. Here the SP did not detect a consistent DMN, i.e., it only
preserved the MPFC with very minor contributions of the PCC/prec and the left IPL. The
AR and MA methods had a stronger DMN with similar GoF values. However, compared to
AR, MA did detect the MPFC region.
The DMN spatial z-maps of the EMCS subject are illustrated in Fig. 2.4, for the three
methods. The SP method did not properly detect the DMN, it only preserved the MPFC
with very minor contributions of the PCC/prec and the left IPL. In contrast, the AR and
MA methods had a similar detection of the DMN, in terms of the GoF values (0.21 for both
cases). However, the AR method did not include the MPFC. In comparison, the MA method
found the DMN main regions (PCC/Prec, MPFC and right IPL).
DMN statistical spatial maps
The results of the DMN statistical spatial maps for the groups of control subjects, selected
MCS and all MCS subjects are presented in Fig. 2.5. For every group, the peak t-values of
the main DMN clusters were compared using the three methods.
For the group of control subjects, spatial maps were corrected with FDR p < 0.001 and
the peak t-values of the main DMN clusters are compared in Table 2.1. For every method, the
DMN was consistently detected and the four main DMN clusters were preserved, as shown in
the upper row of Fig. 2.5. Comparing between methods, the MA had balanced results for all
the clusters of the DMN, showing the highest t-value in the PCC/prec and near t-values, when
comparing to the maximum peaks of the MPFC and both IPLs regions. The AR method also
preserved the DMN, but not at the level reached by the MA method which, as mentioned
before, obtained a highest peak level at the precuneus structure. The AR had the highest
peaks in both IPLs and detected the PCC/prec, but it had the lowest t-value in the MPFC,
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Figure 2.5: DMN Statistical spatial maps of (A) control (FDR, p < 0.001), (B) selected MCS
(uncorrected with p < 0.05, for illustration purposes) and (C) all MCS subjects (uncorrected,
p < 0.01, for illustration purposes) were compared for SP, AR and MA methods. The control
subjects (A) had a consistent DMN for the three methods, but the MA a higher t-value in the
PCC/Prec. The selected MCS subjects (B) preserved the DMN in the MA and AR methods,
although the MA had significant results in all the DMN regions. The group of all subjects
(C) the DMN was preserved for the MA and AR methods, but those were more perturbed by
noisy components and the DMN regions were smaller and splitted.
although not so different of what was obtained with the other methods. The SP method had
a less consistent DMN representation. Although it had the highest t-value in the MPFC, it
presented the lowest results for the other DMN regions.
For the selected MCS cases, seven subjects were chosen by visual inspection. For this
group, a small volume correction was applied with a sphere of radius 15mm, centered at the
peak level of each DMN cluster and being significant with FWE p < 0.05. The results of
the peak t-values are shown in Table 2.2. For illustration purposes, the spatial maps were
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Table 2.1: Peak t-values of the control subjects group for the main DMN clusters, compared
with the SP, AR and MA methods. Results had FDR correction with p < 0.001.
DMN Region Method (x,y,z) BA t-value p-value
SP (-9 -49 31) 31 14.77 < 0, 001
PCC/prec AR (-6 -52 28) 31 17.02 < 0, 001
MA (-9 -52 28) 31 17.63 < 0, 001
SP (-3 50 1) 10 10.67 < 0, 001
MPFC AR (-6 47 -2) 32 10.42 < 0, 001
MA (-6 47 -5) 10 10.54 < 0, 001
SP (-51 -64 28) 39 10.74 < 0, 001
IPL Left AR (-48 -61 25) 39 12.60 < 0, 001
MA (-48 -61 28) 39 12.39 < 0, 001
SP (51 -55 22) 39 9.03 < 0, 001
IPL Right AR (51 -58 31) 39 10.83 < 0, 001
MA (51 -58 31) 39 10.47 < 0, 001
BA: Brodmann area
Table 2.2: Peak t-values for the seven selected MCS subjects group for the main clusters of the
DMN. The SP, AR and MA methods are compared. Results had a small volume correction
and these were significant with FWE p < 0.05
DMN Region Method (x,y,z) BA t-value p-value
SP ( 3 -64 58) 7 4,69 0, 032
PCC/prec AR ( 0 -64 40) 7 4,10 0, 080*
MA ( -9 -58 46) 7 4,44 0, 047
SP ( 9 59 13) 10 5,04 0, 018
MPFC AR (12 59 10) 10 5,14 0, 015
MA ( 9 59 16) 10 4,58 0, 038
SP (-39 -49 46) 40 8,39 < 0, 001
IPL Left AR (-36 -49 46) 40 6,25 0, 002
MA (-39 -49 46) 40 6,94 < 0, 001
SP ( 45 -58 46) 40 3,95 0, 101*
IPL Right AR ( 54 -58 31) 39 5,81 0, 004
MA ( 42 -58 46) 40 4,96 0, 021
*Not significant because p > 0.05; BA: Brodmann area
uncorrected with p < 0.05 (Fig. 2.5 middle row). These MCS subjects had a lower statistical
results than the control subjects, because these patients normally present a weaker neuronal
connectivity and the quantity of MCS subjects was lower.
For these subjects, the MA and AR methods preserved the DMN main clusters in the
spatial maps, but these still had the presence of noise artifacts. Considering the peak t-
value results, the MA was the only method wherein all the DMN regions were statistically
significant, and it kept the balance among the connectivity of all the regions, i.e. the peak
t-values for this method were close to the maximum peak values of each DMN region (except
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for the IPL left region, where the highest peak value was 8, 39, but that could be caused by
artifacts). The AR method had comparable results with the MA method. This reported the
highest peaks of the MPFC and the IPL right, but the PCC/prec region was not significant,
although this region had a consistent DMN connectivity in the spatial map. The SP method
had a noisy map of the DMN, and although it had the highest peak for the PCC/prec and the
left IPL, the IPL right region was not significant and all the other results seem to be biased
by artifacts around the cortex.
Table 2.3: Peak t-values of all the MCS subjects group at the main clusters of the DMN. SP,
AR and MA methods are compared. Results were corrected with FDR, significant at p < 0.05
DMN Region Method (x,y,z) BA t-value p-value
SP ( 3 -64 58) 7 4.70 0.118*
PCC/prec AR ( 3 -76 40) 7 4.05 0.032
MA (-3 -34 46) 7 4.05 0.040
SP ( 48 38 43) 8 4.09 0.118*
MPFC AR (-30 29 52) 8 4.83 0.009
MA ( 36 23 52) 8 5.72 0.014
SP (-54 -46 46) 40 4.88 0.118*
IPL Left AR (-33 -76 34) 40 4.10 0.030
MA (-63 -40 25) 40 4.14 0.035
SP ( 45 -61 43) 40 4.41 0.118*
IPL Right AR ( 48 -58 43) 40 7.21 < 0, 001
MA ( 48 -58 43) 40 5.18 0.014
*Not significant because p > 0.05; BA: Brodmann area
For the group of all the MCS subjects, ICs were discarded among the 18 MCS subjects
group. The SP did not find any neuronal IC for two subjects (see Sect. 2.2.2), and the MA
method did not find any neuronal DMN-IC in three subjects (see Sect. 2.2.3). Among the
remaining cases, the 14 common subjects were chosen for the group of all MCS subjects. With
this selection, the results of the three methods could be comparable. However, the discarded
ICs cases did not have a considerable detection of the DMN (evaluated by visual inspection).
For these subjects, peak t-values had FDR correction at whole brain level, significant at
p < 0.05 (results in Table 2.3). Spatial statistical maps were uncorrected with p < 0.01 for
illustration purposes (as shown in Fig. 2.5 bottom row).
For this group, the DMN spatial maps of the AR and MA methods preserved the DMN
regions, but these had small sizes and some regions were split. For both methods, all the
regions were significant and the peak values were comparable in the PCC/prec and IPL left.
The MPFC and IPL right values of the MA, although they were significant and had the
highest peak values, these were a bit more perturbed by artifacts around the cortex than the
AR method. The SP method did not show a representative DMN spatial map. It showed part
of the PCC/prec but higher up, and this spatial map was completely perturbed by artifacts.
None region was statistically significant.
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DMN measurements
The GoF results for control and MCS subjects were compared for the three methods (Fig.
2.6). For control subjects, the AR and MA methods showed better GoF results than the
SP. The mean values of the GoF were similar in both methods, but MA had more precision
in the results (as it had less standard deviation). The MCS subjects had, in general, lower
GoF values compared to control subjects, due to lower neuronal activity and motion artifacts.
Comparing methods, the AR and MA showed higher GoF values than SP. The mean GoF
was similar for both methods, but in this case, the AR method had lower variation than the
MA.
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Figure 2.6: GoF value of control and MCS subjects with the SP, AR and MA methods. The
mean between AR and MA for all subjects was similar. The MA method had less variation
in control subjects meanwhile AR had it for MCS subjects.
2.3.3 Multiscale results
DMN statistical comparison
The peak values of the main DMN clusters for the group of control subjects are shown in
Table 2.4, for the scales S2, S4 and S8 and the final MA method. The peak values were
corrected at the whole brain level with FDR p < 0.001. The main spatial regions of the DMN
(PCC/prec, MPFC and IPLs) were significant for all scales and these had different patterns
when increasing scales: the peak t-values of PCC/prec increased, having its maximum in scale
S8; the MPFC had a decrease of the peak t-values, where its maximum was in scale S2; and
both IPLs had its maximum in the medium scale, S4. This showed that the scales enhance
differently each DMN region, depending of their size and their spatial frequency patterns.
The final MA results showed that the scale-space representation in combination with the
α-weights, preserved a balance of the contribution of each scale for the final DMN detection.
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Table 2.4: Peak t-values of the control subjects group for the main DMN clusters, compared
between scales S2, S4, S8 and the MA method. Results had FDR correction with p < 0.001.
DMN Region Method (x,y,z) BA t-value p-value
S2 ( 3 -58 25) 31 16.42 < 0, 001
PCC/prec S4 ( 3 -58 25) 31 16.72 < 0, 001
S8 (-9 -49 31) 31 18.15 < 0, 001
MA (-9 -52 28) 31 17.63 < 0, 001
S2 (-9 47 -5) 10 10.28 < 0, 001
MPFC S4 (-6 50 -5) 10 9.47 < 0, 001
S8 ( 9 56 -2) 10 8.58 < 0, 001
MA (-6 47 -5) 10 10.54 < 0, 001
S2 (-48 -64 28) 39 13.16 < 0, 001
IPL Left S4 (-48 -64 28) 39 13.58 < 0, 001
S8 (-48 -61 25) 39 12.64 < 0, 001
MA (-48 -61 28) 39 12.39 < 0, 001
S2 (51 -61 31) 39 11.31 < 0, 001
IPL Right S4 (51 -55 22) 39 12.04 < 0, 001
S8 (51 -52 22) 39 10.35 < 0, 001
MA (51 -58 31) 39 10.47 < 0, 001
BA: Brodmann area
DMN measurements
The GoF values were compared between subjects and scales, as shown in Fig. 2.7. The results
of the α-weights are presented in Table 2.5. For control subjects, the GoF values had averages
around 0.25 for all scales. Scale S4 was slightly greater than other scales, meaning that this
scale had a stronger contribution of the DMN. The same result is reflected in the α-weights
for control subjects, were the mean and standard deviation were almost similar among all
scales, but a bit higher for S4.
For the MCS subjects, the DMN did not have a strong signal as compared with controls,
where the mean GoF values varied between 0.1 and 0.15 among all scales. The results of these
subjects presented a larger variability among scales. The mean GoF values increased with
scales, while it decreased for the mean α values. Although, the variation was increasing with
scales for both results. The scale S2 had a more stable contribution of the DMN, followed
by S4, and scale S8 had the highest variation. This results that for each subject, the scales
represent differently the neuronal connectivity. The quantity of cases where there was not
any contribution of the DMN-IC (see Sect. 2.2.3), was of three, three and six cases of scales
S2, S4 and S8, respectively. This null contribution is presented because in some cases, there
were not any neuronal ICs or the maximum GoF value of the neuronal ICs was lower than
zero.
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Figure 2.7: GoF value of control and MCS subjects with the scales S2, S4 and S8.
Table 2.5: Measurements of the α-weights in each scale for control and MCS subjects. The
percentage is the ratio of the standard deviation w.r.t. the mean value.
α-weights %(std/mean) CONTROL MCS
S2 0.33± 0.04 (11%) 0.40± 0.16 (40%)
S4 0.34± 0.04 (11%) 0.34± 0.14 (42%)
S8 0.33± 0.03 (10%) 0.26± 0.17 (65%)
2.4 Discussion
This document presents a novel multiscale method to improve the detection of large-scale
neuronal networks. By using fMRI perturbed data with head motion, the method has demon-
strated a remarkable robustness, comparable to a state-of-the art methodology which basically
applies regression of motion curves, removes the outliers and interpolates or “scrubb” the re-
sultant data [21,63,70,71]. Two main points are proposed in this work: a multiscale represen-
tation, generated by a gaussian smoothing of the data with kernels of different sizes [55, 56];
and a multi-scale fusion of this information by linearly combining the different scales using
some α-weights, computed from a normalized version of the GoF values of each of the re-
quired scales. With the multiscale decomposition, we are enhancing the neuronal information
by representing it at different levels of details and the relevant information of each scale is
selected by using the GoF as the metrics. The final DMN is then a weighted average of the
contribution of each scale information. This multiscale representation resulted in a stronger
DMN detection, as compared with the standard methods using only one single scale. Fur-
thermore, this method showed promising results in the MCS subjects. In these subjects, the
multiscale representation had comparable results with other methods that aimed to reduce
motion artifacts.
A large variety of methods deal with the problem of head motion during fMRI data
preprocessing. Some of these proposals remove movement-related components that introduces
certain level of noise (regression of motion parameters) [36] and reject the volumes with a
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certain level of noise [70]. There is still controversy about which motion regression parameters
should be used, some use only the six motion parameters [36,77] others include their derivatives
[70], or motion peaks [53], or the variance of the six motion parameters [26], among others.
Additionally, it has been shown that using 36 parameters, including the spike regression, the
motion effects remarkably decrease [76]. However, the use of too many regression parameters
should decrease the power of the neuronal signal [53] and some additional effects could be
inserted in the fMRI data.
The second type of methods reject noisy volumes, by “scrubbing” those volumes [70]
or replacing them with the nearest non-rejected scans [21, 63]. This step, although reduces
the most noisy scans, it loses neuronal information and introduces discontinuities to the
fMRI data. Furthermore, these methods do not reduce all motion effects, because as noticed
by [70, 71], there should be a minimum number of remaining volumes to detect the neuronal
connectivity. This problem is more relevant in DoC patients because they move more than
healthy subjects [2,43] (see Fig. 2.3). In this case, a higher quantity of scans will be rejected
and several motion artifacts will still be present in the data. In synthesis, these proposals
have different issues that might reduce the neuronal signal when reducing motion effects, they
lose neuronal information by discarding outliers volumes, and they consider only one single
scale of detail for a whole set of subjects (normally only one fixed gaussian kernel is used in
the preprocessing step), without considering their differences of neuronal connectivity.
In comparison with the actual proposals, the MA increases the neuronal signal by repre-
senting the fMRI data in different levels of detail. As shown in Table 2.4, the scales enhance
differently each DMN cluster. Additionally, each scale contributes differently to the whole
DMN, depending on the type of subjects (see Fig. 2.7 and Table 2.5). Here, we preserved the
main contribution of each scale with the α-weights. These α values give automatic criteria
to determine which scales have a stronger representation of the neuronal connectivity, giving
a higher flexibility for the detection of the neuronal components. Moreover, the multiscale
representation is a method that is automatically adjusted to the type of subjects and their
neuronal connectivity patterns.
The MA showed promising results, comparing with the basic preprocessing baseline, the
SP method [40]; and the preprocessing that included motion regression and interpolation
of noisy volumes, the AR [62, 63]. Fig. 2.4 shows the detection of the DMN in an EMCS
subject, which had a large head motion, compared to control subjects (Fig. 2.3). In this
case, the MA detected a more consistent DMN than the AR (as it preserved the MPFC),
and both methods surpassed the results of the SP. These results were replicated in the group
of control and MCS subjects, as shown in Figs. 2.5,2.6 and Tables 2.4,2.2,2.3. As expected,
when reducing motion artifacts, the neuronal connectivity was better detected with the AR.
However, with the multiscale representation, the neuronal connectivity was enhanced and the
signal strengthen out or comparable to the AR. These results show that at representing the
data with different levels of detail, the neuronal detection will have higher signal strength,
compared with the two baseline methods used in the present investigation.
Although the multiscale methodology presented in this work surpassed the basic prepro-
cessing pipeline, Fig. 2.5C shows that the AR and MA still had the presence of artifacts
mixed with the DMN connectivity. Further tests are needed to know at which stage the
multiscale decomposition should be applied (in the raw fMRI data, at the end of the data
preprocessing or in a middle step). Additionally, the GoF matching-template could be im-
proved or changed by other metrics. In Fig. 2.4 the GoF value was equal for the MA and
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the AR, although the MA highlighted a more representative DMN (it preserved 3 out of 4
main DMN clusters) than the AR (it preserved only 2 main DMN clusters). Additionally,
when the maximum GoF value of the neuronal ICs in one scale is negative, the DMN at that
scale is null. However, some scales preserved an unrepresentative DMN because the GoF had
a low but positive value. A more restrictive threshold should lead to discover regions with a
more precise biological meaning, although, its definition is a difficult task because the MCS
and UWS/VS patients have a low neuronal connectivity, resulting in low GoF values. Finally,
expressing the α-weights with an exponential or logarithmic GoF relation would associate a
stronger weight to the scales that had a major DMN contribution.
The results indicate that the multiscale representation can be used for further neuronal
connectivity and large-scale neuronal networks analysis. This representation enhances the
neuronal components, reduces the effects due to motion artifacts and is adaptable to the type
of subjects and their neuronal patterns.
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Appendix A
Presented conferences
Partial products of this work were presented in two international conferences and one confer-
ence’s paper was submitted and accepted:
• Poster presentation [5]:
TITLE: An index for large head motion on resting state fMRI.
AUTHORS: Katherine Baquero, Francisco Go´mez, Audrey Vanhaudenhuyse, Athena
Demertzi, Luaba Tshibanda, Olivia Gosseries, Quentin Noirhomme, Steven Laureys,
Eduardo Romero, Andrea Soddu.
CONFERENCE: Human Brain Mapping 2012, June 10-14 2012 in Beijing, China.
Poster No. 616.
https://ww4.aievolution.com/hbm1201/index.cfm?do=abs.viewAbs&abs=6630
• Poster presentation [4]:
TITLE: A Multi-Scale Analysis to set the Default Mode Network in noisy fMRI data.
AUTHORS: Katherine Baquero, Francisco Go´mez, Andrea Soddu, Audrey Vanhauden-
huyse, Athena Demertzi, Jean-Flory Tshibanda, Olivia Gosseries, Quentin Noirhomme,
Steven Laureys and Eduardo Romero.
CONFERENCE: BC11: Conference Abstract: BC11 : Computational Neuroscience &
Neurotechnology Bernstein Conference & Neurex Annual Meeting 2011., October 4-6,
2011 in Freiburg, Germany.
Poster No. T 45.
http://www.frontiersin.org/10.3389/conf.fncom.2011.53.00067/event_abstract
• Accepted conference’s paper:
TITLE: A multiscale method for a robust detection of the Default Mode Network.
AUTHORS: Katherine Baquero, Francisco Go´mez, Christian Cifuentes, Pieter Gulden-
mund, Athena Demertzi, Audrey Vanhaudenhuyse, Olivia Gosseries, Jean-Flory Tshibanda,
Quentin Noirhomme, Steven Laureys, Andrea Soddu, Eduardo Romero.
CONFERENCE: IX International Seminar on Medical Information Processing and Anal-
ysis (SIPAIM), November 11-14 2013 in Mexico City, Mexico.
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A Multi-Scale Analysis to set the Default Mode Network in noisy fMRI
data
Katherine Baquero1*, Francisco Gómez2, Andrea Soddu2, Audrey Vanhaudenhuyse2, Athena Demertzi2, Jean-Flory
Tshibanda3, Olivia Gosseries2, Quentin Noirhomme2, Steven Laureys2 and Eduardo Romero1*
1  National University of Colombia, Biomedical Engineering, Colombia
2  University of Liege, Cyclotron Research Centre and Neurology Department, Belgium
3  University of Liege, CHU Sart Tilman Hospital, Belgium
The Default Mode Network (DMN) is presently defined by those brain zones involved in maintaining a baseline brain activation. This
network is usually revealed using Independent Component Analysis upon the fMRI data. However, a number of factors can easily
perturb the acquired data, in particular a large head motion. Yet this problem has been partially overcome by registering the acquired
brain volume, registration is still very limited in case of large head movements, a frequent scenario in patients with disorders of
consciousness. 
This article presents a multiscale analysis of the fMRI data which improves the robustness with which the DMN is detected in subjects
that move the head during the acquisition process. Initially, the method obtains multiple scales by ﬁltering the original volumes out
with a sequence of gaussian ﬁlters. Each fMRI scale is preprocessed by registering, normalizing, smoothing and coregistering, as
described elsewhere, using the SPM software. These preprocessed data are then decomposed into the spatial-temporal components
with the FastICA algorithm. The DMN is then selected with the Goodness of Fit approach (GoF), for each of the different scales.
Finally, the components of the DMN at different scales are summed up, ruling out the original volume. 
The approach was validated by perturbing the acquired sequence of five healthy subjects with the six rigid-body movement series
obtained from 15 subjects (5 Control, 3 Minimally Conscious State, 2 Locked in Syndrome and 5 Vegetative State), with head motion
from 1mm up to 15 mm. 
In summary, the proposed method was applied to 18 disturbed data that lost the DMN, from which 11 fMRI data recovered the DMN.
The mean of the Goodness of fit of the DMN component increased from 0.1 to 0.4. This multiscale analysis improves the robustness of
the DMN detection in case of large head movements.
Keywords: Computational Neurosciences, Default Mode Network, fMRI, High head motions, multiscale analysis
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ABSTRACT
The Default Mode Network (DMN) is a resting state network widely used for the analysis and diagnosis of mental
disorders. It is normally detected in resting-state fMRI data, but for its detection in data corrupted by motion
artifacts or low neuronal activity, the use of a robust analysis method is mandatory. In fMRI it has been shown
that the signal-to-noise ratio and the detection sensitivity of neuronal regions is increased with different smooth-
ing kernels sizes. Here we propose to use a multiscale decomposition based on a linear scale-space representation
for the detection of the DMN. Three main points are proposed in this methodology: first, the use of fMRI data
at different smoothing scale-spaces; second, detection of independent neuronal components of the DMN at each
scale by using standard preprocessing methods and independent component analysis decomposition at scale-level;
and third, a weighted contribution of each scale by the goodness of fit measurement. This method was applied
to a group of control subjects and was compared with a standard preprocessing baseline. The detection of the
DMN was improved at the single subject level and at the group level. Based on these results, we suggest to use
this methodology to enhance the detection of the DMN in data perturbed with artifacts or in data of subjects
with low neuronal activity. Furthermore, the multiscale method could be extended for the detection of other
resting state neuronal networks.
Keywords: Multiscale representation, fMRI, Default Mode Network, resting state neuronal networks, linear
scale-space
1. INTRODUCTION
The brain is a complex network composed of distant anatomical components that are functionally connected.1
This connectivity is defined as the correlation of the temporal activity among different anatomical components.2,3
The components that are connected define some subnetworks of the brain, defined as the resting state or large-
scale functional-anatomical networks.4 One of the most important is the DMN.5
The DMN is a large-scale network that activates during the so-called resting state, and deactivates when
externally-oriented tasks are performed.6,7 In the resting state, the subject is not presented with (salient) external
stimuli and is not thinking about something specific.3 Instead, the brain is in a state of mindwandering, where
internal awareness is more prominent than awareness of the external world.8 Early neuroimaging experiments
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found DMN regions to become more connected in periods when the subject was not involved in active tasks,6
and this activity was therefore used as a baseline of brain activity to discriminate brain activity associated with
execution of the active task.9
Nowadays, the resting state is used to measure spontaneous activity of the brain.10 The DMN connectivity
has been associated with internal awareness and has been shown to be disrupted in mental disorders,11 such
as Alzheimer’s disease,12,13 schizophrenia,14 and disorders of consciousness (DOC).15–17 Assessment of DMN
connectivity could therefore be useful for diagnostic and research purposes.8,11,15
The most common methods used to measure this type of neuronal connectivity are seed-based methods7 and
independent component analysis (ICA).3,18 The drawback of seed-based methods is that the connectivity maps
are dependent of voxels selected as region of interests (ROI),1 while ICA has consistently reported the activation
of the DMN during rest.1,19
It has been shown that smoothing fMRI data improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)20,21 and increases the
sensitivity to signals of specific sizes and shapes depending on filter size.20 The neuronal activity measurement
may vary depending on the size of smoothing kernel used as part of the preprocessing step.20,22 Ball, et al.
(2012) presented differences of neuronal activation at different kernel sizes, varying around 4 − 16 mm,22 and
they show that the use of smoothing kernels with varying kernel sizes should give more information about the
activation of neuronal components and that it would decrease spatial noise.22 Lindeberg et. al (1999)23 proposed
the use of linear scale-space concepts to analyze brain activation patterns by using gaussian smoothing kernels.
However, scale-space representation is rarely used in current functional brain imaging studies.22
In this paper, we introduce a novel method for enhancing fMRI resting state network detectability applied to
control subjects. We propose a ’multiscale’ analysis based on ICA.12,24 Three main points are proposed in this
methodology. First, the use of fMRI data at different smoothing scale-spaces; second, detection of independent
neuronal components of the DMN at each scale by using standard preprocessing methods and ICA decomposition
at scale-level; and third, a weighted contribution of each scale by goodness of fit (GoF) measurement.12
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Subjects and acquisition
A group of 36 healthy volunteers without a neurological or psychiatric history were selected (mean age = 43.93,
SD = 17.05; 17 women). For all subjects, resting-state fMRI-BOLD data were acquired on a 3T MR scanner
(Trio Tim, Siemens, Germany), with a gradient echo-planar sequence using axial slice orientation (32 slices;
voxel size = 3.0× 3.0× 3.75 mm3; matrix size = 64× 64× 32; repetition time = 2, 000 ms, echo time = 30 ms,
flip angle = 78; field of view = 192 mm). A protocol of 300 scans lasting 600 s was performed, and the three
initial volumes were discarded to avoid T1 saturation effects. A T1 magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo
sequence was acquired in the same session for coregistration with functional data on each subject.
2.2 Data Processing
fMRI data were preprocessed using the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8) (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.
ac.uk/spm/). The preprocessing consisted of realignment and adjustment for head movement-related effects
using a least-square minimization without higher-order corrections,25 coregistration of functional onto structural
data, segmentation of structural data, spatial and functional normalization into standard stereotactic Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) space, and spatial smoothing with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) to decrease spatial noise.
fMRI data were decomposed into 30 independent components (IC)24,26 by using the Infomax algorithm.27
IC decomposition was performed at individual level using the Group ICA fMRI toolbox (GIFT http://icatb.
sourceforge.net/).18 The spatial mean was subtracted per time point and principal component analysis was
used for dimensionality reduction before applying ICA. Each IC was analyzed using the fingerprint28 to discrim-
inate neuronal (BOLD) signal from artifactual or other non-neuronal components. Classification of neuronal IC
components was performed with a perceptron neural network classifier, as used in.29 Among the neuronal com-
ponents, the DMN component was selected by searching for the highest value of the GoF.12 The GoF is defined
Figure 1. The multiscale approach. For each scale, a smoothing gaussian kernel with a FWHM of 2, 4, and 8 mm, is
applied to raw fMRI data. Each scale is processed independently and the DMN is detected at scale level. The resulting
DMN is a weighted contribution of all scales.
by12 as the average mean z-score voxels falling within the template minus the average mean z-score voxels falling
outside of the template. The spatial template of the DMN created for a previous study in DoC patients in17 was
used in this work.
2.3 Multiscale approach
Resting state neuronal networks are produced by the low frequency activity of certain brain anatomical regions,
within which groups of neurons are synchronically activated in scattered areas of about 1 cm2.30 It has been
shown that neuronal activity detection differs with the smoothing kernel,20,22,31 where the SNR of fMRI data
increases when the size of gaussian smoothing kernels increases,20,21,32 up until a certain smoothing size limit.
Furthermore, smoothing raw fMRI data improves the registration preprocessing. All these findings suggest that
both the frequency range and the spatial scale are important for determining the neuronal patterns.
It has been described that the linear scale-space (multiscale) representation preserves the main information
among scales,33 wherein neuronal components are highlighted depending on the smoothing kernel sizes.20 We
suggest that a multiscale representation based on linear scale-spaces with gaussian kernels would give more
information about the neuronal connectivity and would increase the robustness of the neuronal measure.
The definition of a multiscale representation is based on gaussian kernels, which is expressed by20,31 as
g(x;σ2) = (2piσ2)−3/2 exp[−‖x‖2 /(2σ2)] (1)
where w = σ
√
8 loge 2 is the FWHM and x is a D-vector of coordinates, in which for fMRI volumes D = 3. The
varying factor for the multiscale representation is the FWHM kernel size.
This paper proposes the construction of a multiscale analysis to obtain a robust DMN detection, using a
set of gaussian smoothing kernels. The multiscale representation was constructed as a dyadic structure,33 using
kernel sizes with incremental values of 2nmm. The multiresolution analysis did not include any downsampling
process.
The proposed multiscale approach is shown in Fig. 1: first, raw fMRI data are spatially smoothed by applying
FWHM gaussian kernels of 2, 4 and 8mm (S2, S4 and S8, respectively) to obtain a multiscale descriptor of fMRI.
Second, each fMRI scale is then preprocessed and processed with ICA and the DMN at each scale is detected
(as explained in section 2.2). The final DMN of the multiscale method considers a weighted contribution of all
scales based on the GoF measurement. We propose to use normalized α-weights for each scale, based on the GoF
values. Higher GoF means better DMN detection. Normalized αi-weights represents the amount of contribution
of each scale, based on GoF values. The αi-weight of one scale is defined as the GoFi value at that scale divided
by the sum of all the GoF, as shown in Eq. 2.
αi =
GoFi∑
iGoFi
(2)
where i represents one scale (S2, S4 or S8), GoFi is the GoF value at that scale and αi is the normalized weight.
The final DMN has the DMN contribution of each scale with the normalized αi weights. The last DMN is
measured separately for spatial and temporal contributions of each scale.
2.4 Evaluation
We compared our multiscale approach with the standard prepocessing pipeline proposed for the DMN extrac-
tion.12 We aim to compare the DMN detection capacity for both methods across all the control subjects. The
GoF approach was used to indicate how well the spatial maps fitted the DMN spatial template.17 We obtained
the z-scores from the IC components by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the
spatial map.17
3. RESULTS
Figure 2 shows two examples of DMNs extracted using the multiscale approach and the baseline method. The
multiscale approach recovered the DMN for both cases, where the baseline had a perturbed DMN detection.
Figure 3 details how one DMN is changing through scales in the proposed method. When increasing the scales,
the noise was reduced and the DMN spatial pattern was enhanced. Scale S4 had the highest contribution to
the DMN, with the highest GoF and α-weight values. The scale S8 resulted in a more uniform version of the
DMN. However, some details of the components are lost, specially in the medial prefrontal cortex and part of left
inferior parietal lobe. The DMN computed with the baseline method is less consistent with the spatial patterns
typically described for the DMN.8 In constrast, the one extacted using the multiscale approach resulted in a
more recognizable spatial patterns. Interestingly, the DMN computed using the multiscale method preserved the
main DMN regions obtained from the different scales reducing their spatial noise.
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Figure 2. Results of the DMN detection for two subjects. The multiscale method recovered the DMN detection, compared
with the baseline.
Figure 4 shows the GoF group results across different scales, the baseline and the multiscale approach. The
GoF mean value of all scales was around 0.25. The main differences were observed in the variation. The GoF of
the scale S4 was higher than other scales, probably meaning that this scale had a stronger contribution of the
DMN. The multiscale method had higher GoF mean value with less variability compared with the baseline.
Finally, table 1 details the α-weights obtained for each scale. All the scales had similar contributions to the
DMN. However, the scale S4 provided a higher average contribution.
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Figure 3. DMN spatial z-maps for one subject. The multiscale recovered the DMN detection, as compared with the
baseline. The DMN connectivity was consistent in all scales and noise components were decreased with scales. The GoF
value increased up until S4. The final DMN preserved the main DMN information of each scale.
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Figure 4. Goodness of fit value of healthy subjects. Blue bars represent the results of each scale (S2, S4 and S8), followed
by the results of the baseline preprocessing with the green bar and finally the multiscale method with the pink bar. The
multiscale method surpassed the GoF value of the baseline and had a similar values as the scales. The variation of the
multiscale was lower than the results obtained with the baseline and with each independent scale.
Table 1. Measurements of the α-weights for each scale
Scales α-weight
S2 0.33± 0.04
S4 0.34± 0.04
S8 0.33± 0.03
4. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel multiscale method to improve the detection of resting state neuronal net-
works.19,30 The main idea was to decompose the data into different spatial scales, extracting the network of
interests in each scale, and then mixing this information into a one representative network. By using a multi-
scale representation, we expect to enhance the information of large scale interactions naturally expected for the
resting state activity.22,23,33 In addition, we introduced prior information in the mixing process in form of the
α-weights. These weights aim to increase the contribution of informative scales into the final RSN network. Our
results show that this strategy is helpful to improve quality in the resting state network detection.
Extraction of resting state networks at individual level is a critical step in the resting state analysis for clinical
applications.17 The most commonly employed strategy consists of two steps:12 1) preprocessing and 2) network
extraction. The preprocessing steps aim to correct possible confounds than can affect the analysis, such as head
motion, anatomical variability, among others. The network extraction step uses a predefined network template
to compare independent components against, searching for the component with the highest degree of spatial
similarity.12 Importantly, this procedure uses only one fixed scale, assuming that all the spatial interactions
can be captured at only one level of detail. Nevertheless, recent evidence suggests that brain activity has
different levels of interactions depending on the scale.22 In this work, we exploited a multiscale representation
to capture these different levels of interaction. Our results do not support the hypothesis that one specific scale
has significantly more information than other scales (Figs. 3,4 and Table 1). However, when the information of
different scales was weighted and mixed, an improvement of information quality was observed as compared to
single scale results (Fig. 4).
Based on these results, we conclude that the use of a multiscale representation for fMRI results in a more
robust detection of the DMN as compared to the information of only one scale. This methodology could improve
the neuronal detection of data that was perturbed by motion artifacts or low neuronal activity due to mental
disorders. Additionally, this methodology could be extended to studies of other resting state neuronal networks.
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